Barony of Myrgan Wood – Bardic Champion Performance Rubric
Points

5

Engaging/Entertaining

Audience is captivated.
Their attention is entirely
focussed on the
performer throughout the
entirety of the
performance. Additional
people are drawn into the
performance

Documentation

The documentation
includes all 5 Ws. If a
period piece, there is
either access to several
primary sources for
examination, or an
interview with an expert
in the related field. If a
non-period piece, a
complete explanation of
inspiration and how it fits
in an SCA context - and
it's a good fit.

Skill

Breathtaking. The quality
of the performer’s ability
is amazing, and it draws
the audience to a strong
emotional reaction.
Professional quality

A bonus mark for
each of the following:
2 bonus marks if:

4
Audience that is within
immediate range (ex
hearing) of the
performance is engaged
but does not necessarily
draw any others in; or
some of audience is
partially distracted
through part of the
performance.
The documentation
includes all 5 Ws.
Period: there may be
multiple common
sources, several rare
sources or access to a
single primary source for
reference purposes;
Non-period: either the
inspiration or the SCA
context is not a good fit.

3

2

1

Audience is
captivated for parts
of the performance
but seem to lose
interest for others.

Audience is
notably distracted
for at least part of
the performance.

Only those who
are required to
attend were
engaged
(judges).

The documentation
includes all 5 Ws.
Period: 2 or more
common sources
may be cited or 1
rare source; if Nonperiod: the piece is
arguably
acceptable in an
SCA context.

The
documentation
covers 3 or 4 of
the 5 Ws. Period: 1
or two common
sources may be
cited. Non-period:
the piece seems
forced into an SCA
context or the
inspiration is not
well connected to
the SCA

The
documentation
covers one or
two of the 5 Ws.
If period: No
external sources
are cited. If nonperiod: it is not a
good fit for an
SCA context.

The performer’s delivery
A few forgotten
Many forgotten
was strong. It may not
It was adequately
pieces or one or
sections or
be perfect, but the
performed, nothing
two notes off key.
totally off key. It
overall strength carries
was missing or offIt needed more
needed much
the audience through.
key. Used
practice. Mostly
more practice.
No reference notes were reference notes
read from
Read from
needed
reference papers
reference papers
Successfully attempted a difficult piece
Added elements like props or people to meaningfully augment the performance
All aspects of the performance (props, garb, etc) are period appropriate or are suited the characterization
It is a newly crafted piece created using fully period approaches

